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INTRODUCTION

Mature apple fruit may be exposed to sub-freezing tem¬
peratures in the orchard, both on and off the tree,
abnormally cold weather conditions.

due to

They may also encounter

sub-freezing temperatures in storage or during transport.
Apple fruit tissue may be deleteriously affected by
exposure to sub-freezing temperatures.

Apple fruits that

have been seriously injured by sub-freezing temperatures
are described as brown and shrivelled with water-soaked
flesh,

a mealy texture and frequently,

flavor (4,

7,

18,

29).

However,

a slightly fermented

it has also been reported

that apples may be frozen for extended periods of time with¬
out injury (16).

The commercial storage handbook of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture (19)

states that exposure of

fruit to temperatures slightly below freezing for a few days
may have little effect on fruit quality but these same fruit
•’would be severely injured by just a few hours exposure to
15 to 20°F.'* (-9.4 to -6.6°C.).

If these reports are ac¬

curate there must occur within apples different degrees of
freezing which have different effects on the fruits.
Most of the research concerning freezing injury in
fleshy fruits was completed prior to 1935.

Present recom¬

mendations are based on limited experimental evidence, which
is often contradictory and inconclusive.
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It has been the intent of this research to investigate
the nature of sub-freezing temperature response in mature
fruits of the apple cultivar ‘Richared Delicious*.

This

cultivar was chosen because it is harvested relatively late
in the season and would,

therefore, have a greater likelihood

of being exposed to sub-freezing temperatures in the orchard.
Also,

it is one of the *Delicious*

strains which represent

36% of the apple fruit in storage and 44% of apples in con¬
trolled atmosphere storage-*- that are marketed as a high
quality product for fresh market consumption.
Specific aims were to determine:
1.
The nature of the time-temperature curve
(exotherm status) in ‘Richared Delicious*
apple fruit tissue.
2.
The manner in which freezing injury is
manifested.
3.
How exposure to sub-freezing temperatures
affects selected physiological responses in
this tissue.
4.
How response to sub-freezing temperatures
influences the post-harvest life of the fruit.

^-Special Letter, International Apple Institute. Vol. II
No. 21. Part 1. January 14, 1972.

LITERATURE

1.

REVIEW

Exotherms.
When tissue temperature is plotted as a function of

time during freezing (Fig.

1),

the curve produced descends

rapidly to a temperature below the actual freezing point of
the tissue,

yet the tissue remains unfrozen.

This phenom¬

enon is termed "undercooling" or "supercooling."

At the

moment of freezing there occurs a sudden rise in temperature
exhibited by an immediate vertical rise followed by a hori¬
zontal deflection of the curve.

This deflection is caused

by the heat of crystallization,

the amount of heat released

per unit mass during the phase change from liquid to solid
without a change in temperature.
termed an "exotherm”

The deflection has been

since an exothermic or heat liberating

phase change occurs (2,

12,

13,

16,

20,

21, 43).

Living plant tissues usually exhibit 2 or more exo¬
therms (13,

20,

21,

43).

The killing point in hardy stems

has been shown to be associated with the third exotherm and
occurs at progressively lower temperatures as the tissue
hardens (12).

In apple stem tissue,

resistance to cold

temperature injury appears to involve a 2-stage acclimation.
The first stage is due to photoperiod (short days)

and the

second is associated with exposure to a killing frost.
first stage acclimation is apparently due to substances

This

Figure 1.

A typical record of tissue temperature
(freezing curve) during the controlled
freezing of an acclimated stem section
of a semihardy woody species.
(From Weiser)
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formed in the leaves during short days which are translocated
to the stems (12,

43),

Tender flower tissue is killed at the initial point of
freezing as are florets in dormant flower buds in midwinter.
Both possess a single exotherm (43),

Mature apple flowers

and young fruit appear to fall into this class also,
when fully open they may be destroyed by frost (6,

since

8),

By

harvest time the fruit into which these flowers have developed
can withstand "a few days at temperatures slightly below the
freezing point"

(19),

Since the first stage (to -25°C.)

of

cold resistance in apple stems is due to a translocatable
hardiness-promoting factor which is induced by short days,
and since the fruit of many apples mature during a time of
shortening photoperiod,

a change in resistance to cold tem¬

perature injury might be expected to occur in apple fruit
tissue during maturation.
There are strong indications that apple fruit respond
differently to different levels of sub-freezing temperatures.
How else could fruit withstand a few days at temperatures
slightly below the freezing point but be severely injured
0

by just a few hours exposure to lower temperatures (19)?
This suggests that apple fruit tissues possess more than 1
exotherm.

However,

apple fruit (4,

5,

only 1 exotherm has been reported for
37),

This may be due to the technique

of freezing in that the fruit were frozen too slowly to dif¬
ferentiate exotherms on a slightly sloping curve (43),

With

6

more rapid freezing the rate of descent for the trace is more
vertical and any deviation from the rapid decline induced by
rapid freezing caused by exotherm occurrence is more easily
seen (43).

Or,

it may mean that apple fruit are unusual in

that they are-a single-exotherm commodity that is not killed
at the point of freezing,

since they may be rigidly frozen

without seriously being injured (16,
2.

35).

Freezing Rate.
Freezing rate,

i.e.,

temperature change per unit time,

is an important factor governing cold temperature response
in plants (4-7,
35, 40,

11,

41, 43).

13,

16,

20,

21,

23,

25,

28,

30,

Freezing rate determines the location and

form of ice crystals existing within the tissue (13,
21,

23,

25,

28,

30,

33,

34,

When tissue freezes,

30, 43),

16,

20,

43).

ice crystals initially form wher¬

ever the purest water exists.
cell (20,

31-33,

This is normally outside the

During slow freezing,

of the cell to this first-formed ice.

water is drawn out

This is because the

extracellular fluid has become hypertonic as liquid water is
removed from solution resulting in the growth of large extra¬
cellular crystals which cause partial dehydration of the cell,
thereby decreasing cell volume,
cellular solutes (20,

30,

35,

and concentrating intra¬

43). Permeability of cell mem¬

branes to water, membrane resistance to ice crystal puncture,
protoplasmic "plasticity," and the ability to withstand a
variety of concentration effects may determine the extent

7

of injury or survival (16,

31,

35, 43).

As freezing rate increases,
21,

43).

crystal size decreases (20,

This is due to both the smaller crystals initially

formed and the reduced time for liquid water to be drawn
from the cytoplasm before freezing (16,
43) .

20,

21,

23,

31,

35,

With a further increase in freezing rate crystals will

form within the cytoplasm (31-33,
always fatal (31,

35,

43).

35,

43), which is nearly

At an even greater rate no crystal

formation will take place at all (vitrification)

and uniform

freezing will take place throughout the tissue (31,

43).

What rates correspond to "slow" and "fast" freezing?
Sakai’s group (31-33),
renchyma cells,

using hardened mulberry cortical pa¬

found that slow (less than lO°C/min)

extremely rapid (greater than lO^°C/min)
greatest survival rate.

and

resulted in the

Incidence of survival decreased

rapidly as the rate increased between 10°
with no survival between 10^°

and l00°C/min

and lO^C/min.

A rapid in¬

crease in rate of survival occurred between 10^°

and l05°C/min,

with nearly 100% surviving at rates above lo5°c/min.

Simi¬

lar results have been reported for yeast and human eryth¬
rocytes (11,

25).

to diverse tissues,

This trimodal freezing response,
is explained thusly:

common

lo2-lo^°C/min

allows intracellular ice crystal formation?

a more gradual

rate allows for cell dehydration and extracellular freezing;
faster freezing causes either vitrification or the formation
of such tiny crystals as to be harmless (31).
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Apple fruit cortex cylinders have been frozen at rates
similar to these and examined for firmness and tissue dis¬
tortion.

At a rate greater than 10°C/min there was a de¬

crease in loss of firmness and a decrease in tissue rupture.
Slower rates than this yielded a progressively more distorted
tissue structure, more broken cell walls,

increased inter¬

cellular spaces and a decrease in firmness (40).

No mention

was made of the effect of freezing rate on tissue viability.
Ten degrees C/min is a rate of 140°F/hr.

It is un¬

likely that apple fruit would be subjected to temperature
changes of this magnitude under natural conditions.
reasonable freezing rates would,

All

therefore, be considered

" slow."
Carrick (4)

has reported that rapid freezing ( 2°C/hr)

was more injurious to mature apple fruit than slow freezing
(0,5°c/hr)
18),

in all 5 cultivars tested.

Later workers (7,

however, have reported that normal freezing rates have

no effect on apple fruit injury but thawing rate has a
pronounced effect.

The latter experimental results are in

accord with the preceding freezing rate-damage hypothesis
since all ”normal” freezing rates would be far slower than
10°C/min.

No differences due to freezing rate would be ex¬

pected since these are all "slow" rates.
3.

Thawing Rate.
Thawing rate is another potential source of injury as¬

sociated with exposing tissue to sub-freezing temperatures.

9

If

severe or fatal injury has already occurred due to freezing

rate or duration of exposure,
rate would be expected.

no effect related to thawing

However,

slightly injured by exposure,

if tissue is uninjured or

it remains susceptible to

thawing injury.
When tissue has been frozen at a rate sufficiently rapid
to transcend the temperature range of fatal intracellular
crystal formation (-10 to -45°C.)

and not held long enough

at some temperature to cause injury,
a pronounced effect (23,
105 c/min)
larger,

25,

31).

thawing rate may have

Fast thawing (greater than

will pass this temperature range so rapidly that

injurious crystals never form.

Slower thawing will

allow this crystal formation to occur (31).
Tissue that has not been frozen to the intracellular
seeding point may also be influenced by thawing rate.
slower the thawing rate,

The

the longer the tissue is held at a

sub-freezing temperature.

Dehydration of the tissue is

prolonged so the potential for a pH or concentrated solute
effect is greater.

The sequential re-solubilizing of

stances would be slowed,
effects of individual
these conditions,

sub¬

thereby accentuating the modifying

solutes (23,

25,

30,

41,

43).

Given

rapid thawing is more beneficial than slow

thawing.
On the other hand,

the cells of

some tissues may be un¬

able to rehydrate properly at rapid thawing rates.

Failure

to redistribute water properly and rehydrate completely may
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occur in rapidly thawed cells but seems to be avoided when
utilizing techniques of

slower thawing (11,

20).

Reports concerning thawing rate and apple fruit tissue
appear conflicting.

Chandler (6)

and Lutz (18)

have re¬

ported rapid thawing to be more injurious than slow thawing.
Carrick (4)

reported the opposite.

Diehl and Wright (7)

found no differences when the fruit were thawed in air at
0°C.

or 20°C.

jurious,
water*
31°C.

In all

cases where rapid thawing was in¬

fruit were thawed by direct immersion in liquid
10°C,

by Lutz.

by Chandlerj

15°C.

by Diehl and Wright;

and

Since Carrick reported thawing at a rate

requiring 5 weeks to thaw from -6.6°C,

to 0°C.,

one might

question whether injury was a result of duration of exposure
to sub-freezing temperatures rather than actual thawing rate.
The conclusions from these reports seem twofold*
1.
Thawing rates within reasonable limits
(0 to 20°C. air temperature) have no effect
on apple fruit injury.
2.
Thawing in water is likely to produce
injury.
4,

Exposure Duration.
Injury may also occur if tissue remains frozen for long

periods of time (16,

23,

25,

30,

43),

Two primary causes

are thought to be responsible for injury associated with
duration of exposure to a particular temperature.

These are

ice crystal growth and solute concentration effects (20,
30,

43).
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The question of ice crystal growth also has
concern*
of

intracellular crystallization and stabilization

state (20,

30).

Intracellular crystallization could con¬

ceivably occur in several ways.
the normal

2 areas of

It has been calculated that

cell membrane can be a barrier to the passage of

ice crystals at temperatures above -10°C.

(23).

Below this

temperature it is felt that ice crystals formed may be suf¬
ficiently minute to actually form within the membrane,
free water exists there,

if

or to pass through the membrane if

a continuous channel of water exists.

In addition,

growth

of large extracellular crystals could puncture the cell mem¬
brane,

bringing extracellular ice in contact with cytoplasmic

solution.

However brought about,

with cytoplasm may cause,
cellular ice formation,
supercooled.

contact of

an ice crystal

by nucleation or seeding,

intra¬

especially if the cytoplasm were

Intracellular freezing is nearly always fatal.

Changes in ice crystal

size and form can occur in water

that has completely frozen (20).

If water has frozen into

crystals that are not in the most stable configuration,

the

crystals can change toward a more stable configuration,

given

sufficient time and suitable temperature.

The most stable

configuration for ice crystals may be a larger crystal than
that originally formed,

causing additional

spatial

disruption.

Apple fruit tissue is frozen "slowly” under natural con¬
ditions.

Slow freezing allows the most stable ice crystal

configuration to be formed initially;

therefore,

state

12

equilibration should not be an injury factor in apple fruit.
Furthermore,

even if a continuous water path exists across

apple fruit membranes,

direct seeding of intracellular ice

or crystal formation within membranes would seem unlikely
causes since fatal injury has been demonstrated at -6°C.
i.e., well above -10°C.

Also,

(4),

slow freezing permits water

to be removed from the cytoplasm,

concentrating the cyto¬

plasmic solution and lowering its freezing temperature.
Therefore,

the only factor expected to cause direct intra¬

cellular ice crystal injury after freezing would be large
crystals physically puncturing the cells.
Not all available water is removed from solution with
initial ice crystal formation,

however,

liquid water is re¬

moved from the solution when ice is permitted to remain in
the tissue.

Eventually an equilibrium between liquid and

solid water will become established at a particular tem¬
perature.

Once this equilibrium is established, more water

can be removed only by lowering the temperature of the
tissue.

As the temperature goes lower,

is favored (17,

20,

28,

30).

solid water (ice)

The maximum amount of water

that may be removed from tissue by freezing is frequently
cited as 90%.

The remaining 10% is considered "bound" or

molecular water (17,

43).

In addition to the tremendous

concentrating effect of 90% water removal,
substances must be considered.

solubility of

It is reasonable to assume

that different substances would be continually precipitating
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out of solution as the available water decreased and the in¬
dividual solubility thresholds were passed.

Certain ions

are absolutely necessary for the activity of some enzymes.
Non-specific effects of salts can activate,
hibit or even denature,

depending on the enzyme,

concentration of the salt,
43),

stabilize,

in¬

nature and

pH and temperature (11,

34,

41,

In a highly buffered system such as the cell this

might not affect pH precipitously but even a slight change
in pH may markedly affect enzyme activity (11, 41).
The potential for disastrous occurrences due to solute
concentration seems high.

However,

this spectrum of effects

has not been experimentally exhibited in vivo,

perhaps due

to the low temperature required for the concentration ef¬
fects to occur.
It is well known that most chemical and biological re¬
actions are markedly slowed,
sub-freezing temperatures,

if not stopped,
Tappel (41)

by exposure to

states that slow

freezing produces a localized concentration of substrates
and enzymes in small liquid pools,

and reactions in super¬

cooled liquids (such as the cytoplasm of some cells)
until exhaustion or reactants.
and ascorbic acid oxidase)
temperatures.

Some enzymes (e.g.,

proceed
invertase

are known to be active at low

These enzymatic reactions that have merely

been slowed by reduced temperatures may be expected to run
to completion if given sufficient time.
Carrick (4), Diehl (7),

and Lutz (18,

19)

have all re-
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ported that fruit of certain cultivars appear to be deleteriously affected by extended exposure to sub-freezing
temperatures.
"slow"

Since apple fruit freezing falls into the

class for freezing rate,

it may be assumed that in¬

jury due to duration of exposure is either due to physical
ice crystal damage precipitated by extracellular ice crystal
growth,
5.

or else some sort of concentration effect,

Post-Harvest Effects.
There are no reports of

experiments specifically

designed to evaluate the post-harvest life of apple fruit
that were exposed to sub-freezing temperatures prior to
storage.

Related to this,

however,

are reports (5,

an increase in respiratory activity of

37)

of

65-85% when fruit

have been frozen but not to the point of visible injury.
This phenomenon persisted with declining magnitude for a
month after exposure.
cultivar

•Idared*

Smock (37)

noted that fruit of the

exposed to -5,6°C.

peared “fairly normal’*

in the orchard ap¬

when examined in mid-January.

MATERIALS

1.

AND

METHODS

Source of Fruit.
Fruit of the cultivar *Richared Delicious* were har¬

vested August 9t

September 6, October 7 and 14,

1971.

Com¬

posite samples from several trees in the University of
Massachusetts orchard in Amherst were taken at the earliest
2 harvests.

The last harvests came from individual trees

at the Horticultural Research Center, Belchertown.

Fruit

from 3 different trees were harvested on October 7 and kept
separate.

Fruit from these trees constituted the 3 sources

of replication of the experiments.

All experiments other

than those testing the effect of maturation were from the
October 7 harvest.
Following each harvest,
10 fruit were determined.
placed at 0°C.,

95% R.H.

the weight and diameter of

The entire harvest was then
until treated.

2.

Experimental Procedures.

A.

Freezing Techniques.
Fruit were frozen in 3 ways*
i.

Initially,

to determine the nature of the time-

temperature curve during freezing,

individual whole fruit

were frozen in containers (Fig.

constructed of weighted

2)

2-lb coffee cans with horticultural-grade vermiculite spread
over the weights.

(Preliminary experiments showed lethal
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Thermocouple wire

Outer liner
Inner liner

BATH

BATH

Thermocouple
FruitVermiculite

Figure 2.

Diagram of system for freezing whole fruit
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injury to areas of the fruit in direct contact with the metal
weights.

The vermiculite avoided this localized injury.)

The containers were closed by using
foam gaskets (Fig.

2).

One fit

2 one-inch

styro¬

snugly inside the can top,

the other fit over the top with the rim 0.64cm into it.
Thermocouple wire was threaded through the center of both
liners,

then glued into place.

The containers were submerged in a circulating,
trolled temperature (+0.56°C.)
perature of

-31.7°C.

An air tem¬

within the container was found to be

optimum for the experiment,
Slower freezing,

methanol bath.

con¬

yielding a clear freezing curve.

using air temperatures higher than -31.7°C,,

yielded curves in which exotherms were frequently inseparable
due to the slow,

uniform descent of the trace.

freezing produced a clear curve in less time,

More rapid
but the neces¬

sary temperatures were difficult to achieve in the cooling
system used.
ii.

Due to the time required to freeze whole fruit and

the lack of well defined inception points for exotherms of
whole fruit,

cylinders of outer cortex tissue were tested.

The stem and calyx ends of the fruit were removed,
cylinders were cut from the cortex using a No.
stainless steel cork borer.

and

5 (1.0 cm)

These were suspended in sealed,

weighted NALGKNE centrifuge tubes which were submerged in
the methanol bath.

The cylinders were attached to

copper-constantan thermocouple wire which was bent

24-gauge
so that
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the cylinders did not touch any side of the tube (Fig.

3).

Samples were weighed immediately preceding and imme¬
diately following freezing.

No weight change was noted so

no anti-desiccation precautions were taken during subsequent
tests.
With this technique 2 exotherms remained detectable
when frozen by exposure to air temperatures of up to -7.8°c.
Air temperatures of -34.4°c. within the freezing tube could
consistently be achieved,

yielding a 26.6°C.

difference for

freezing rate studies without loss of exotherm visibility.
iii.

Groups of whole fruit were frozen by placing them

on vermiculite-covered trays which were put in a controlled
temperature room that had been pre-cooled to a specified
temperature and was maintained within 0.3°c.

except for a

20-minute period every 12 hours when the cooling system was
defrosted to prevent icing.

Temperatures of representative

fruit were monitored during this time using implanted ther¬
mocouples,
B.

as described later.

Thawing Procedures.
i.

Following freezing of tissue cylinders, the ther¬

mocouples and attached cylinders were removed as a unit from
the centrifuge tubes and immediately placed in other tubes
which were then sealed.

These thawing tubes were immersed

either in an ice bath or in a water bath at room temper¬
ature ( 21°C .) .
ii.

Individual whole fruit were thawed by removing the

19

Figure 3.

Diagram of system for freezing tissue cylinders
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whole can from the methanol bath and leaving it at room tem¬
perature.

Tray-held fruit were thawed by placing whole trays

of fruit either at room temperature or 0°C.
C.

Temperature Monitoring.
Temperature was monitored in these experiments from

thermocouples implanted in the apple fruit tissue.
inders,

In cyl¬

thermocouples were implanted from a flat end so that

temperature was monitored in the exact center of the cylinder
(Fig.

3).

To monitor the temperature of whole fruit,

ther¬

mocouples were implanted 2.0 cm into the cortex from the
outside (Fig.

2).

Thermocouples were connected to a Leeds

and Northrup 24-point CuConst recording potentiometer.
reading was printed for each thermocouple every 23.4
In order to have a clearer trace,

seconds.

thermocouples not in

use were placed in a water bath above 38°C.
cording field was -73.3 to 37.8°C.,

A

Since the re¬

these points read at

maximum and did not interfere with trace legibility.
D•

Assay Techniques.
During the experiments,

a number of different parameters

were assayed to determine effects of the treatments on the
fruit.
i.

The procedures were as follows*
Soluble solids:

soluble solids,

a drop of

For determination of percent
sap was

squeezed from a cylinder

of cortex onto the stage of an American Optical T/C
refractometer.

hand

This was repeated 3 times for each of the

8 fruit tested from each harvest.

Percentage soluble solids
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was read directly from the refractometer.
ii.

Compressions
a.

In experiments with tissue cylinders,

after

thawing to room temperature the cylinders were transferred
to an isotonic (0.55m)

mannitol solution adjusted to pH 4,0

with citrate-phosphate buffer.

Cylinders were maintained

in this solution until tested.
Two cylinders for each treatment were obtained from
each of 4 fruit for every harvest.
testing,

Immediately before

cylinders were cut to 1.9 cm in length, taking care

that the cut was perpendicular to the vertical plane of the
cylinder on both ends with no tissue in the final cylinder
damaged by the thermocouple puncture.

Tissue was placed

centrally on the receiver plate of an Instron Universal
Tester, Model TM-SM #137 compression load cell.

The cyl¬

inder was then compressed by a 0.64cm diameter cylindrical
stainless steel rod descending at a cross head speed of
2,5 cm/min.

Resistance to compression was measured in pounds

on a constant-trace Leeds and Northrup recorder.
ment of tissue puncture,
markedly,

At the mo¬

resistance to compression decreased

which was reflected in a sharp break in the curve

being recorded.

The force (lbs)

required to produce this

break was recorded for each cylinder tested.
b.

In whole fruit,

a circular slice of skin 1 inch

in diameter was removed from the reddest part of the fruit.
Compression was then measured using a Magness-Taylor
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pressure tester with a 7/16 inch head.

Bourne (3)

has demon

strated a direct significant correlation between this tech¬
nique and the Instron technique described above.
iii.

Electrolyte Leakage*

determinations 2 cylinders,
2 grams in weight),
treatment.

For electrolyte leakage

each 3.35 cm long (approximately

were taken from each fruit for each

In cylinder freezing experiments,

tested per harvest.

After thawing,

6 fruit were

cylinders were cut into

quarters and placed in NALGENE centrifuge tubes with 30 ml
of 0.55M sucrose.

The tubes were then sealed and submerged

to a level above the meniscus of the sucrose solutions in a
23°C.

constant temperature water bath.

The choice of size

of cylinder and concentration of sucrose solution were based
on studies of these factors,

the results of which are pre¬

sented in the Appendix.
After 24 hours the tubes were shaken and the conduc¬
tivity of the sucrose solution was measured on a Model RCM
15 Serfass 3965 Conductance Bridge.

The rack and tubes were

them moved to a 16-quart autoclave (Presto Cooker-Canner).
The pressure within the cooker was raised to 20psi (126°C.)
and maintained for at least 10 minutes.
After cooling, the tubes were again covered tightly,
shaken,

and immersed in the 23°C.

water bath.

Following

another 24-hour equilibration period, the conductivity of
the solution was measured as described previously.
The second reading is taken to represent total dif-
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fusable electrolytes.

The first reading indicates the elec¬

trolyte diffusion as a result of native diffusability plus
injury due to sample preparation and freezing regimen.
Results are expressed as percent of total electrolytes dif¬
fused (initial reading/final reading X 100).

In experiments

with whole fruit, cylinders were cut from already treated
fruit and tested as described above,
iv.

Respirations
a.

In experiments with tissue cylinders,

2 cyl¬

inders 3.35 cm long each were tested for each treatment from
each of 3 fruits per harvest.
room temperature,

Immediately after thawing to

each cylinder was cut in half,

two 1 gram samples.

yielding

Each of these 1 gram samples was quar¬

tered and put in a Gilson flask containing 2 ml of citratephosphate buffer at pH 4.0 (29).

Two flasks were used to

measure O2 consumption by placing fluted WHATMAN No.

1

filter paper and 0.2 ml 20% KOH in the center well.

The

center wells of the other 2 flasks for each fruit treated
remained empty so that in these flasks CO2 evolution less
O2 consumption was measured.
for each 2 gram cylinder,

Care was taken to ensure that

the half injured by thermocouple

insertion was placed in the

02

flask for one duplicate and

in the CO2-PIUS-O2 flask for the other duplicate.

Measurement was made in a Gilson Differential Respiro¬
meter, Model GRP 20 at 25°C., using a shaker speed of 125
strokes per minute.

Thirty minutes were allowed for tern-
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perature equilibration before readings commenced,

after which

gaseous exhange was measured in microliters at 15 minute in¬
tervals for a minimum of 1 hour.
linear during the recorded period.

Changes were essentially
Values obtained were

averaged for each treatment within a fruit and expressed as
microliters of gas per gram fresh weight.
b.

Whole fruit respiration was assessed by CO2

analysis of constant-flow effluent air with a MSA Model 200
infrared-gas analyzer.

Five fruit for each treatment were

sealed in a 9-liter desiccator at 21°C.
flow of air (10 liters/min)

and a continuous

was monitored for CO2 content.

Results were expressed in milligrams of CO2 per kilogramhour.

RESULTS

1.

Freezing Curves.
The nature of the freezing curve of

*Richared Delicious*

apple fruit tissue was determined to be as follows*
A.

Whole Fruit.
Whole fruit produced 2 distinct exotherms during freezing

at -31.7°C.

(Fig.

4a).

The first exotherm occurred at

-2.1+0.1°C.

and was less than 5 minutes in duration.

second exotherm occurred at -4.7+0.3°C.

The

and was nearly

2% hours in duration.

Although the curve in Figure 4a

terminates at ~6.6°C.,

these fruit were actually frozen to

a tissue temperature of -29°C.

to determine whether or not

additional exotherms might exist.

There was no indication

of more than 2 exotherms within this range.
mature fruit (200 grams)

An average

required over 4 hours at -31,7°C.

to be frozen through completion of the second exotherm.
Larger fruit required even longer times for complete freezing
at this temperature.

With whole fruit,

there was some dif¬

ficulty in identifying the inception point for Exotherm 2.
B•

Cortex Cylinders.
In attempting to reduce the time required to freeze

the tissue and also increase the clarity of the curves,
inders of outer cortex tissue were frozen.

cyl¬

These cylinders

also possessed 2 exotherms which occurred at about the same

0
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Freezing curves for 'Richared Delicious* apple
fruit tissue (a) whole fruit (b) tissue cylinders.
Points 1, 2, and 3 on "b" indicate positions to
which fruit were frozen for physiological
determinations.
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temperatures as those observed with whole fruit (Fig.
However,

4b).

freezing through the second exotherm at an air tem¬

perature of -31.7°C.

required less than 15 minutes and

clarity of the inception point for Exotherm 2 was markedly
improved.

Durations of less than 1 minute for Exotherm 1,

and 5 to 7 minutes for Exotherm 2 were observed.
C.

Cortex and Vascular Tissue Cylinders.
To ascertain whether or not the flesh of apple fruit

has a uniform exotherm pattern,

cylinders of tissue were ob¬

tained from either the outer cortex or the vascular region
immediately adjacent to the carpels, without including any
carpel wall in the sample.

Two duplicate samples were taken

from each region in each of 6 fruit from each tree in the
October 7 harvest.
Tissue from both regions possessed 2 distinct exotherms.
No difference existed between temperatures at which Exo¬
therm 1 occurred in either region (Table 1).

However,

a

highly significant difference existed between the temper¬
atures of occurrence for Exotherm 2.

The vascular region

Exotherm 2 always occurred at a higher temperature than it
did in the cortical region.
D.

Loss of Viability.
Multiple exotherms are a property unique to living

tissues (13,

16,

20,

24, 43).

The disappearance of Exo¬

therm 2 in a second freezing cycle (when tissues are frozen,
thawed,

and frozen again)

should therefore provide a rapid
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Table 1.

Analysis of variance with orthogonal comparisons
for temperatures at which exotherms occurred in
•Richared Delicious* tissue cylinders.
Cylinders
assessed were taken in duplicate from 2 positions
(cortex and vascular tissue) in each of 6 fruit
per tree harvested October 7 from 3 different
trees.

Source
of variation

Degrees
of freedom

Sum
of squares

Tree

2

0.13

Fruit within tree

6

39.52

Duplicates

9

5.91

Exotherms

3

375.15

Exotherm 1 vs 2
Cortex vs Vascular
Exotherm 1
Exotherm 2

0.01
10.04**
2.16
90.85**

1

342.35

248.71**

1
1

1.07
31.73

0.78
23,05**

6

1.65

Exotherms X
Fruit within tree

18

24.78

Error

27

8.20

Exotherms X Tree

value-1-

1 **Indicates significance at the 1% level

0.20
4.49**
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means for determining tissue viability following freezing
(24,

43).

When apple tissue was frozen to any point prior

to termination of the second exotherm,
was retained during refreezing (Fig.

the second exotherm

5a),

and it is there¬

fore concluded that freezing to these points did not kill
the tissue.

However,

when the tissue was frozen to just

past termination of Exotherm 2,

there was no trace of a

second exotherm during refreezing (Fig.

5b).

Consequently,

it is concluded that loss of viability was associated with
termination of Exotherm 2,
Freezing rate was altered while conducting refreeze
tests by exposing cylinders to either -34.4 or -7.0°C.
Although duration of Exotherm 2 wan greatly influenced
(about 55 minutes at -7.8°C.,

about 5 minutes at -34,4°C.),

the freezing point at which viability was lost remained an
immediately following termination of Exotherm 2.
dition,

In ad¬

rate of thaw before refreezing was altered by

placing the thawing tube in either a warm (37°C.)
bath or an ice (0°C.)

bath.

Again,

water

viability wan lost with

freezing to junt beyond termination of Exotherm 2,

regard¬

less of thawing rate.
2.

The Effect of Fruit Maturity on Freezing of Apples.
To determine if ntago of fruit development affects the

freezing characteristics of fruit,

freezing curves of cyl¬

inders of outer cortex from apples harvested at 4 stages of
development (Appendix Fig.

3)

were determined.

Figures 5.

Tissue temperature when cylinders of 'Richared
Delicious' fruit cortex were frozen by exposure
to -34.4°C. thawed, and then frozen again.
Note
that when frozen to any point up to termination
of Exotherm 2 (Fig. 4a), the second exotherm was
retained during the second freeze cycle.
When
frozen to just beyond Exotherm 2 (Fig. 4b), all
trace of a second exotherm disappeared.
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In addition,

average percent soluble solids (an index

of total sugar content of the tissue)

and the average tem¬

perature at which each exotherm occurred were measured on
fruit from each harvest.

Since the starch-to-sugar ratio

increases to a maximum during apple fruit development on the
tree and then starch decreases with a concomitant rise in
sugars (38), the susceptibility to freezing injury or,
least,

at

the freezing temperature of the fruit should change

accordingly if total sugar content is a major factor gov¬
erning tissue freezing,

as has been suggested (37),

The results showed that soluble solids increased markedly
during the harvesting season,

the reading for the final har¬

vest being 55% higher than for the first harvest (Table 2).
However,

there was no overall change in the freezing curves

with fruit maturation.

Little variability existed among

fruits and no significant change in the temperature at which
the first exotherm occurred was present among harvests
(Table 2).

Great differences did exist in the temperature

at which Exotherm 2 occurred among fruit from the same har¬
vest and there were significant differences among harvests
for the point at which the second exotherm occurred.
theless,
ences,

Never¬

there was no discernible pattern to these differ¬

and since the second exotherm temperature at the

final harvest was almost identical to that at the first
harvest,

it appears that maturity had essentially no effect

on the freezing curves exhibited by the apples.

The sig-
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Table 2.

Percent soluble solids and temperatures at which
exotherms occurred for 'Richared Delicious* apples
harvested on 4 different dates.

Harvest
date

Soluble
solids (%)

Temperature of occurrence (°C .):
Exotherm 1
Exotherm 2

August 9

7.4a1

-2.1a

-6.0a

September 6

9.3b

-1,7a

-7.7c

October 7

9.8b

-1,8a

—6. 6b

11.5c

-1.7a

-5.7a

October 14

"^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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nificant differences recorded were likely a reflection of
innate differences among fruit that had been obtained from
different sources.
3.

Physiological Effects of Freezing on Cylinders of

Aople Tissue.
During the investigation of the effect of maturity on
freezing,

physiological effects of freezing to different

points on the freezing curve were assessed.

Cylinders of

outer cortex were frozen to inception of Exotherm 1,
ception of Exotherm 2,
exposure to -31,7°c.

in¬

and termination of Exotherm 2,

air (points noted in Figs.

by

4 and 5).

(These points will be hereafter referred to as Points #1,
2,

and 3,

respectively.)

The cylinders were then thawed

in tubes submerged in a 21°C.

water bath.

Injury to cyl¬

inders of tissue frozen to these 3 points was assessed
using 3 parameters:
A.

firmness,

ion leakage,

and respiration.

Firmness.
To investigate firmness,

cylinder resistance to com¬

pression was measured using an Instron Universal Tester.
Highly significant differences existed among harvests and
between cylinders from each fruit (Appendix Table 2),

due

primarily to the very soft fruit from the October 14 harvest.
No differences were present among the same treatments for
the first 3 harvests

(Appendix Table 3).

The effects of freezing to specific points varied some¬
what among harvests (Table 3).

Yet,

Point 3 was always
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Table 3.

Firmness (lbs. pressure to flesh failure) of
'Richared Delicious' apple fruit cortex cylinders
as influenced by freezing to specified points on
the freezing curve and harvest date.

Point of
Harvest date
Mean
freezing^ August 9 September 6 October 7 October 14 response
None

2.97a2

3.28a

2,79a

1.71a

2.69a

Point 1

2.79a

3.18ab

2.81a

1,78a

2.49ab

Point 2

2.80a

2.81b

2. 50a

1.17b

2.32b

Point 3

1.67b

1.78c

1.16b

0.94b

1,38c

^•For position of points on freezing curve,

see Fig.

3b.

^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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significantly softer than either the control or Point 1,
was softer than Point
frozen to Point

2 in all but the last harvest.

and

Fruit

2 were significantly softer than the con¬

trols in 2 of the 4 harvests while those frozen to Point 1
were never statistically softer than the controls.

Overall

mean response indicated that apples frozen to Points
were significantly softer than the controls;
Point 3

(the loss-of-viability point)

2 and 3

freezing to

produced tissue softer

than in any other treatment.
The lack of

statistically consistent softening associated

with inception of Exotherm 2 may be due to the relatively
small

sample size,

since when testing overall response to

treatments (Table 3)
Point

by Duncan*s New Multiple Range Test (39),

2 was significantly softer than the controls,

and not

even close to differing significantly from Point 1.
was 0.21,

0,22,

and 0.23 for p values of

2,

3,

(RPq5

and 4,

re¬

spectively) .
B.

Respiration.
There was essentially no effect of freezing on apple

fruit tissue respiration until freezing was allowed to
progress to Point 3
this,

(Table 4) .

The effect of freezing to

the loss-of-viability point,

was a highly significant

reduction of both 0 2 and CO2 exchange by the tissue.

There

was no difference in CO2 evolution or O2 consumption among
fruit not frozen or frozen to Point 1 or Point 2 except for
the most immature fruit,

where Point

2 was statistically
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Table 4.

Respiration of *Richared Delicious* apple fruit
cortex cylinders following freezing to specified
points on the freezing curve.

Point of
Harvest date
Mean
freezing1 August 9 September 6 October 7 October 14 response
C02 evolution
None

58.9a2

39.4a

41.7a

43. la

45. 8a

Point 1

57.1a

43.4a

38.9a

42.3a

45.4a

Point

2

47.5b

37.6a

38.7a

44.0a

42.0a

Point 3

9.4c

19.1b

12.4b

20.9b

15.5b

°2

consumption

None

44.1a

29.2a

25.0a

27.9a

31,6a

Point 1

43,6ab

29,6a

21.1a

29.0a

30.8a

Point 2

36.3b

28. 5a

20.7a

26. 6a

28.1a

Point 3

9.4c

17.3b

5.1b

13.8b

11.4b

^For position of points on freezing curve,

see Fig.

3b.

^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 1% level.
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lower than Controls and Point 1.
mature fruit is very unlikely,
practical

since freezing of such im¬

this exception has little

importance.

The overall mean response reflects the dominant re¬
sponse for both C>2 uptake and the CO2 production,

i.e.,

respiration is not affected by freezing until the loss-ofviability point is reached.
tient (R.Q.=C02/02)
response.

The overall respiratory quo¬

is also a reflection of this consistent

Respiratory quotients of 1.45,

existed for control.

Point 1 and Point

2,

1,47,

and 1.49

respectively,

whereas the ratio dropped slightly to 1.36 after the tissue
had been frozen to Point 3.
C•

Ion Leakage.
Leakage of

electrolytes associated with freezing to the

specified exotherm points

showed highly significant differ¬

ences due to treatments and among harvests,

with significant

differences between cylinders from each fruit (Appendix
Table 4).

When response associated with harvests was tested

by Duncan’s test,

the fruit harvested September 6 exhibited

a significantly smaller leakage of electrolytes than the
fruit from the October 14 harvest for Controls,
2,

Points 1 and

and from the August 9 harvested fruit for Point 3.

No

other significant differences due to harvest date existed
(Appendix Table 5) .
The effect of freezing on ion leakage remained rela¬
tively constant throughout the harvest season (Table 5).
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Table 5.

Ion leakage (% electrolytes leaked) from
•Richared Delicious* apple fruit cortex
cylinders following freezing to specified
points on the freezing curve.

Harvest date
Mean
Point of
freezing! August 9 September 6 October 7 October 14 response
None

25.2a2

22.7a

27.2a

30.8a

26, 5a

Point 1

27.5a

23.1a

30.4ab

33.2a

28, 6a

Point 2

34.8b

31.3b

35.4b

48.8b

37.6b

Point 3

75.7c

67.5c

73.6c

72.3c

72.3c

For position of points on freezing curve,

see Fig,

3b.

^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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Percent leakage associated with Point 3,
viability point,

the loss-of-

was always significantly greater than that

associated with freezing to any other point.
Point

Freezing to

2 caused more leakage than freezing to Point 1 in all

but the October 7 fruit,

and always caused greater leakage

than occurred with the controls.

Overall,

there was no

significant increase in percentage of electrolytes leaked
until inception of the second exotherm,
was a highly significant increase.

at which time there

An additional highly

significant increase (92?$ over Point 2)

occurred by Point 3.

To ascertain whether or not freezing rate affected
electrolyte leakage,

cylinders of outer cortex from the

fruit harvested October 7 were frozen by exposure to either
-34.4°C.

or -7.8°c,

to Point 1,

2,

or 3

still

1

Two cylinders were frozen

at each rate of freezing.

ment was repeated 3 times,
October 7 harvest.

air.

each time using 1 fruit from the

Significant differences existed for only

source of variations

freezing treatment

(Appendix Table 6).

Unlike the fruit used for the maturity studies,
all

The experi¬

these fruit

came from the same tree.
The pattern of response (Table 6)

with both freezing

rates remained the same as previously seen in Table 5,

i.e.,

no differences existed until inception of the second exo¬
therm,

at which time a highly significant increase occurred

in the percent electrolytes leaked.

A further highly sig¬

nificant increase had occurred by Point 3,

The magnitude of
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Table 6.

The effect of freezing rate on ion leakage
(% total electrolytes leaked) from ’Richared
Delicious* apple fruit cortex cylinders which
were frozen at different rates to the same
point on the freezing curve.

Point of
freezing-*-

Slow^

Fast3

None

29.9a4

34.0a

Point 1

31,1a

36.5a

2

42.0b

53.1b

Point 3

80.1c

72.1c

Point

Freezinq rate

^For position of points on freezing curve,
^Frozen by exposure to -7.8°c.
^Frozen by exposure to -34.4°c.

see Fig.

3b.

still air.
still air.

^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 1% level.
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response was also similar to that reported earlier.
4.

Effects of Freezing on Whole Apple Fruit.
Whole fruit from the October 7 harvest were frozen by

exposure to air temperatures of -7.2 or 3,8°C.

At -7,2°C.

Exotherm 2 should have been completed at a relatively slow
freezing rate*

at -3.8°C. Exotherm 1 should have been com¬

pleted but Exotherm 2 should not have been initiated (Table 2).
Ten fruit from each of the 3 trees were exposed to
these temperatures for different periods of time.

Tissue

temperature was monitored continuously throughout the tem¬
perature treatment via thermocouples implanted in the cortex
of similar fruit.

Fruit injured by thermocouple puncture

were discarded after the initial freezing treatments.
thawing,

After

5 fruit were tested for rate of CO2 evolution,

and

respiration was monitored for these same 5 fruit throughout
the experiments to be described.
A.

Whole Fruit Exposed to -7.2°C.
i.

Tissue Temperature#

for periods of 0,

1.5,

3,

6,

Fruit were exposed to -7,2°C.
12,

in the vermiculite filled tray,
to thaw.

24,

and 48 hours then moved,

to a room at 0°C.,

95% R.H,

All fruit were kept in this room until the glassy

appearance associated with frozen fruit plus any surface
frost formation had disappeared.
frozen for 48 hours,

For some of the fruit

thawing required 3 days.

Fruit did not actually freeze until after 5 hours ex¬
posure (Fig.

6)

but were supercooled to as low as —5.3°C,

(Oo) ajn+pjadujai

Figure 6.

Freezing curve for intact *Richared Delicious* apple fruit
exposed to -7.2°C.
Points indicate times at which samples
were withdrawn for thawincr.

Hours c3t -7.2°C
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without freezing.
therm,

After 6 hours inception of the first exo¬

at about -2.2°C.,

-7.2°C.

had occurred.

During 12 hours at

the temperature of representative fruit dropped to

about -5.1°C.

Due to the slow rate of trace descent while

the tissue cooled,

it was not possible to determine the exact

inception of the second exotherm.

However, Exotherm 2 oc¬

curred within the range of -5.1°C.

and -6.1°C.

monitored.

in all fruit

By 24 hours. Exotherm 2 had always terminated

with fruit temperature dropping to the temperature of the
surrounding air.
ii.

Physical Appearance*

Only fruit from the 24 and 48

hour treatments appeared visibly damaged after thawing.

In¬

tensity and pattern of damage varied considerably (Figs.

7,

9).

8,

Most fruit were brown near the peel with brown strands

of vascular tissue running throughout the cortex.
when cut in cross-section,

Frequently,

they had a uniform dark brown ring

near the peel with slight browning of vascular strands proxi¬
mal to a large water-soaked area which extended throughout
the cortex resembling severely water-cored fruit.

A distinct

pungent aroma always was noticed when these fruit were cut
open.

The most severely injured fruit were randomly distrib¬

uted among the 24 and 48 hour treatments.

Likewise,

fruit

showing only slight surface bronzing and very slight vascular
browning also occurred randomly among the samples exposed for
24 or 48 hours.

These symptoms were almost identical to those

described recently by Patchen ( 29) .
iii.

Physiological Parameters*

Firmness,

ion leakage.
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Figure 7.

Representative external appearances of
•Richared Delicious* apple fruit exposed
to -7.2°C. for 12, 24, and 48 hours, soon
after thawing.
Note the slight bronzing
after 24 hours, and the intense browning
and incipient shrivelling after 48 hours.
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Figure 8,

Representative internal appearances of
•Richared Delicious’ apple fruit exposed
to -7.2°C. for 12, 24, and 48 hours, soon
after thawing.
Note the brown vascular
bundles after 24 hours and the intense
browning of the flesh near the skin after
48 hours.
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Figure 9.

Internal appearance of *Richared Delicious*
apple fruit after exposure to -7.2° for
24 or 48 hours, and subsequently held 1 week
at 21°C.
An apple not frozen is seen at top
center.
Note the overall yellow-brown color
of the flesh of frozen fruit, and the watersoaked area in the center of the fruit at

left.
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and respiration were measured on fruit from each treatment
immediately preceding exposure to -7.2°C.

These fruit were

again tested immediately after thawing plus 1 day at room
temperature (21°C,).
a.

Firmness:

Compression was tested by a Magness-

Taylor pressure tester.

A significant softening occurred as

a result of freezing for

24 or 48 hours but not as a result of

12 hours or less at -7.2°C.

(Table 7).

Fruit exposed 48 hours

were significantly softer than those exposed 24 hours.
b.

Ion leakage:

tested for ion leakage.

Cylinders of outer cortex were

The same responses existed for ion

leakage as did for firmness

(Table 7).

There was no effect

of freezing on ion leakage for up to 12 hours exposure to
-7,2°C.

However,

creased leakage,
c.

freezing for 24 or 48 hours markedly in¬
48 hours having more effect than 24 hours.

Respiration:

Whole fruit CO2 evolution was

measured using an infrared gas analyzer,
method.

a non-destructive

No significant change in CO2 evolution was noticed

following exposure to -7,2°C.
posure (Table 7).

regardless of duration of

ex¬

Tremendous variability in magnitude of

CO2 evolved existed within and among groups but there was no
discernible pattern to this variability.
B.

Whole Fruit Exposed to -3.8°C.
Fruit were exposed to -3.8°C.

0,

24,

36,

48,

60 and 72 hours.

still

air for periods of

One set of fruit was then

thawed as in the preceding experiment while a similar set was
thawed at room temperature (21°C.).

Those fruit thawed at
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Table 7.

Effects of exposure of intact 'Richared Delicious'
apples to -7.2°C. still air for different intervals
of time.
Firmness, ion leakage, and CO2 evolution
were determined on samples before exposure and
again immediately after thawing.

Hours
at -7.2°C.

Firmness
Ion leakage
CO2 evolved
(lbs pressure)__(mg/kg-hr)
Before After

Before After

0

18.4a2 18. 5a

31.6a

34.9a

22.9a

23.0a

1.5

18, 6a

18.3a

33.7a

33.6a

28.4a

27,6a

3.0

18.7a

18.6a

30.1a

33,0a

30,6a

25. 2a

6.0

18.5a

18.7a

33,4a

33,0a

28,5a

28.9a

12.0

18.2a

18.3a

34.8a

36. 8a

28.7a

27.2a

24.0

18. 6a

14.5b

32.6a

56.3b

31.0a

26,3a

48.0

18,4a

12.1c

33.5a

61.9c

27,2a

26.0a

Before After

^For position of fruit on the freezing curve at each
interval of exposure, see Fig. 5.
^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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room temperature lost all visible signs of having been frozen
within 3-4 hours whereas fruit thawed at 0°C,
long as

2 days to thaw.

at 0°C.,

95% R.H.

Once thawed,

all fruit were stored

until tested.

All fruit monitored had supercooled,
exotherm at about -2.2°C.,
(-3.8°C.)

by 10 hours.

frozen to the first

and cooled to air temperature

Therefore,

relative exotherm position,
therm 2,

required as

i.e.,

all fruit were at the same
between Exotherm 1 and Exo¬

but differed in the length of

time they were main¬

tained in this position.
i.

Physical Appearance:

any visible signs of

Once thawed,

no fruit showed

injury either externally or internally

unless they had been touched while frozen.
while frozen exhibited small,

"finger-tip”

Those handled
shaped bruises

extending less than 1.0 cm into the fruit flesh.
frozen,

the longer the duration of

exposure,

While

generally the

glassier and more shrivelled the fruit became.
ii.

Physiological Parameters:

The physiological

parameters of firmness and ion leakage were tested as de¬
scribed for the previous experiment.

Neither parameter

showed any significant change following the freeze-thaw
regime (Table 8)
5.

regardless of rate of thaw.

Effects of Freezing on Storage Life at 0°C.
All whole fruit frozen in the 2 preceding experiments

were stored at 0°C.,

95% R.H.

for 3 months after treatment.

Each treatment was removed at monthly intervals and held at
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Table 8.

Effects of exposure of intact ‘Richared Delicious*
apples to -3.8°C. still air for different intervals
of time, and of rate of thaw following exposure.
Firmness and ion leakage were determined on
samples before exposure and again immediately
after thawing.

Hours
.
at —3.8° C ,

• Rate of
thaw^

Firmness

Ion leakage

Before

After

Before

After

18.13

18.4

32. 2

33.4

0

—

24

Slow

18.2

18.0

33.5

32.2

Fast

18.7

17.9

31.8

29.4

Slow

17.6

17.8

30.2

33,1

Fast

17.3

18.3

27.6

31.4

Slow

18.1

17.8

34.3

32.7

Fast

17.6

18.0

31.8

34.3

Slow

18.3

18.2

29.4

31.4

Fast

17.9

18.1

32.4

29.0

Slow

18. 2

17.8

30.6

34.8

Fast

18.4

17.7

33.2

33.4

36

48

60

72

All fruit were frozen to a position between Exotherm 1
and Exotherm 2 within 10 hours, where they remained for
the duration of exposure.
2"Slow" thawing was at 0°C.f

"Fast” thawing was at 21°C,

^No significant differences (5% level)
treatments in this experiment.

existed among
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room temperature for 24 hours.

Physical changes were noted,

and then the physiological parameters of firmness,

ion leakage,

and respiration were measured from representative samples.
A.

Physical Appearance.
The only .fruit that deteriorated at a rate more rapid

than the controls were those exposed 24 or 48 hours at -7,2°C.
that exhibited injury symptoms prior to storage.

After the

first month of storage, fruit that had been uniformly brown
had become darker brown,

resembling a "rotten"

apple.

Those

fruit just showing "bronzing" intensified in yellow-brown
color but never turned the brown characteristic of severely
injured fruit.

As storage progressed the severely injured

fruit displayed large sunken,

concave areas on their sides.

When these severely injured fruit were cut open at the end
of 3 months storage,

all fruit not infested with fungi showed

a dark brown ring completely circling the fruit periphery
from 0,5 to 2.0 cm deep.
white,

apparently healthy flesh with a scattering of browned

vascular bundles.
region.

Immediately inside this ring was

Inside this was a severely water-soaked

These fruit all possessed an intense pungent aroma

reminiscent of fermentation.
B.

Whole Fruit Exposed to -7.2°C.
i.

Firmness?

Compression was measured on 1 fruit from

each tree per treatment using a Magness-Taylor pressure
tester.

This yielded 3 fruit for each duration of exposure

on each sampling date and 7 fruit sampled per source of fruit.
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No significant difference existed due to fruit source at any
sampling date.
After 1 month of storage all fruit that had actually
frozen were significantly softer than the controls,

with the

fruit held 24 or 48 hours at -7.2°C, being softer than all
others (Table 9),
ments.

The 48 hour fruit were softest of all treat

By the end of 2 months storage the controls had sof¬

tened to the same level as all but the 24 and 48 hour fruit.
This general pattern of response persisted after 3 months
storage,
ii.

although differences were less than after 2 months.
Ion leakage:

There was no effect of freezing for up

to 12 hours on ion leakage but freezing for 24 or 48 hours
markedly increased leakage (Table 10).
throughout 3 months storage.

This effect remained

No subsequent increase in ion

leakage occurred during 3 months of storage,

regardless of

the prior freezing treatment.
The statistical differences between the 24 and 48 hour
treatments may not be real.
tent,

and furthermore,

The differences were not consis¬

the cylinders at the last 3 sample

dates were taken from the browned outer cortex of visibly
injured fruit and do not represent normal tissue.
iii.

Respiration:

The only significant difference in

CO2 evolution among samples occurred in the 24 and 48 hour
treatments after 1 month of storage (Table 11).

Both treat¬

ments were significantly lower than all other treatments for
the sampling date.
within treatments.

Tremendous variability existed among and
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Table 9,

Firmness of intact 'Richared Delicious* apples
after exposure to -7,2°C. still air for different
intervals and subsequent storage at 0°C,

Hours
i
at -7.2°C.

0

Months at 0°C.
1
2

3

0

18.5a2

16.0a

14.7a

14.0a

1.5

18,3a

15.Oab

14.9a

14.0a

3.0

18. 6a

15.8a

14,7a

13.lab

6.0

18.7a

15,3 ab

14.6a

13,6ab

12.0

18.3a

14.6b

14,3a

13,1ab

24.0

14.5b

13.4c

12.1b

12.1b

48.0

12.1c

11.5d

12.5b

12.3b

^For position of fruit on the freezing curve at each
interval of exposure, see Fig. 5.
2

Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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Table 10.

Ion leakage {% total electrolytes leaked)
from cylinders of cortex tissue taken from
•Richared Delicious* apples after exposure
to -7.2°C. still air for different intervals
and subsequent storage at 0°C.

Hours
.
at -7.2°C.

0

Months at 0°C.
1
2

3

0

34.9a2

34.3a

31.0a

30.0a

1.5

33.6a

35.5a

33.0a

30.1a

3.0

33.0a

35.6a

32.1a

3 2. 6a

6.0

33.0a

34.0a

30.7a

33.4a

12.0

36.8a

35.8a

31,3a

31.8a

24.0

56.3b

46.7b

44.9b

52. 5c

48.0

61.9c

65.8c

40.6b

45.9b

^For position of fruit on the freezing curve at each
interval of exposure, see Fig. 5.
Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 1% level.
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Table 11.

CO2 evolution (mg CO2/kg-hr) from intact
•Richared Delicious* apples after exposure
to -7.2°C. air for different intervals and
subsequent storage at 0°C.

Hours
•,
at -7.2° C .

1

Months at 0°C.
2

3

0

27.9a2

26. la

35.4a

1.5

30.6a

25.9a

33.6a

3.0

29.7a

25, 2a

36,8a

6.0

31.1a

29,5a

37.2a

12.0

32.4a

28.8a

35.3a

24.0

23.00

27.7a

36.3a

48.0

23.2b

23.3a

29.7a

^For position of fruit on the freezing curve at each
interval of exposure, see Fig. 5.
^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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The lack of a continued decrease in respiratory activity
in the 24 and 48 hour treatments is surprising since the fruit
was visibly damaged,

frequently appearing dead,

and displaying

significantly increased ion leakage and softening.

In se¬

verely water-cored tissue similar to the water-soaked areas in
the 24 and 48 hour treatments,

a marked depression of CO2 evo¬

lution has been shown in 'Richared Delicious*
When,

apple fruit (36).

at the end of the 3 months of storage period,

no

additional difference had been noted in rate of CO2 evolution
from these obviously damaged fruit,
internal inspection.
external symptoms,

Many fruit,

a large number were cut for

although exhibiting identical

had been internally consumed by fungi.

To determine whether respiration was occurring in vis¬
ually non-infested fruit,
Differential Respirometer.

samples were tested on the Gilson
Six 1 gram samples were taken

from both the water-soaked and non-water-soaked (brown)
regions of the fruit.

Half of these were tested for CO2 and

the other half for 02*

Tissue from fruit not frozen was

tested simultaneously.

Two fruit from both the controls and

injured treatments were tested.
Tremendous variability existed due to the small sample
size dictated by the relative lack of non-infested fruit.
However,

statistical analysis (Table 12)

shows that the

source of CO2 in fruit injured by 24 or 48 hours exposure to
-7.2°C.

was not the cortical cells of the fruit.
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Table 12.

Respiration of •Richared Delicious* apple
fruit cortex cylinders taken from fruit
after storage at 0°C. for 3 months.
••Control" samples were from fruit not in¬
itially frozen.
"Brown" and"Water-soaked"
samples were from fruit that had been frozen
by exposure to -7,2°C. for 24 or 48 hours
before storage, and had developed severe
injury symptoms of this description.

Sample

CO 2 evolved
O2 consumed
(ul/g FW-hr)
27.3a

Control

56.4a1

Brown

16.9b

2. 2b

5.5b

2.3b

Water-soaked

Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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C.

Whole Fruit Exposed to -3,8°C.
Determinations were made on 1 fruit from each tree per

treatment after 1,

2,

and 3 months storage at 0°C,

This

totaled 6 fruit for each duration of exposure and 14 fruit
sampled per source of fruit in the firmness and ion leakage
determinations.
i.

Firmnessi

Resistance to compression significantly de¬

creased as a result of freezing to -3.8°C,,
the Magness-Tavlor pressure tester.
did not appear,
at 0°C,,

however,

95% R,H,

when measured by

This significant decrease

until fruit had been stored 1 month

At this time all treatments were signifi¬

cantly softer than controls (Table 13)

with 36,

60 and 72

hour treatments also significantly softer than the 24 hour ex¬
posure,

During the second month of

storage,

the control fruit

softened rapidly but they were still firmer than those from
all freezing treatments.
were still

Only the fruit exposed 72 hours

significantly softer than those exposed 24 hours.

After 3 months of

storage no significant differences existed

among freezing treatments,

with the controls remaining signifi¬

cantly firmer than all fruit that had been frozen.

Rate of

thaw did not significantly affect firmness (Appendix Table 7) ,
ii.

Ion leakage and Respirations

Neither ion leakage nor

respiration was significantly affected by any of the -3,8°C.
freeze—thaw regimes (Tables 14 and 15,

respectively).

This re¬

sponse pattern continued throughout the 3 month storage period.
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Table 13.

Firmness of intact *Richared Delicious* apples
after exposure to -3.8°c. still air for dif¬
ferent intervals and subsequent storage at 0°C.

Hours
,
at -3.8° C .

0

Months at 0°C.
1
2

3

18.4a2

15.7a

14.2a

14.7a

24

18.0a

14.5b

13.6b

14.2b

36

18.1a

13.1c

12.9bc

13.9b

48

17.9a

14,Obc

13.Obc

13.8b

60

18.2a

13.1c

13.Obc

13.3b

72

17.8a

13.4c

12.5c

13.8b

0

^All fruit were frozen to a position between Exotherm 1
and Exotherm 2 within 10 hours, where they remained for
the duration of exposure.
^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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Table 14.

Ion leakage (% total electrolytes leaked)
from cylinders of cortex tissue taken from
•Richared Delicious* apples after exposure
to -3.8°C. still air for different intervals
and subsequent storage at 0°C.

Hours
at -3.QPC.1

0

Months at 0°C .
1
2

3

33.42

33.7

28.2

28. 5

24

32.3

32.7

30.1

30.9

36

33.5

31.8

32.6

31.3

48

30.2

30.8

29.0

34.0

60

34.1

32.8

30.5

28.9

72

30.8

32.8

30.9

30.5

0

^All fruit were frozen to a position between Exotherm 1
and Exotherm 2 within 10 hours, where they remained for
the duration of exposure.
2No significant differences (5% level)
treatments in this experiment.

existed among
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Table 15.

CO? evolution (mg CO 2/kg-hr) from intact
•Richared Delicious* apples after exposure
to -3.8°C. still air for different intervals
and subsequent storage at 0°C.

Hours
,
at -3.8°C •

1

Months at 0°C.
2

3

33.72

38.2

40.1

24

32.2

41.9

40. 2

36

32.7

42.8

37.3

48

32.1

40.7

41.5

60

35.6

44.7

38.0

72

35.3

44.9

45.6

0

^All fruit were frozen to a position between Exotherm 1
and Exotherm 2 within 10 hours, where they remained for
the duration of exposure.
2no significant differences (5% level)
treatments in this experiment.

existed among

DISCUSSION

The research reported here has demonstrated for the
first time that 2 exotherms occur during freezing of a
fleshy fruit.

Furthermore,

the expression of freezing in¬

jury appeared to be related to the occurrence of these exo¬
therms.

Through this relationship,

a new concept of freezing

injury in a fleshy fruit can be evolved.
The first exotherm (Exotherm 1)
and -2.2°C.,

occurred between -1.5°C.

regardless of sample mass (Fig. 4),

freezing (Fig.

4),

rate of

percent soluble solids (Table 2), or the

region within the fruit that was sampled (Table 1).

The

slower the rate of freezing or the greater the mass of the
sample (Fig.

4),

the longer was the duration of Exotherm 1.

Exotherm 2 occurred at a more variable temperature than
did Exotherm 1, varying not only from fruit to fruit but
also among positions within the same fruit (Table 1).

Exo¬

therm 2 occurred within a range of -4.7°C.

and

to -7.7°C.,

its occurrence was independent of sample mass (Fig.

4) ,

freezing rate,

in the

tissue.

and percent soluble solids (Table 2)

As with Exotherm 1, the slower the freezing rate

or the greater the mass of the sample (Fig.
was the duration of Exotherm 2,
longer than Exotherm 1 (Fig.

4),

the longer

It always lasted much

4),

Cooling a ’Richared Delicious*

apple to immediately
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preceding inception of Exotherm 1 does not cause ice for¬
mation in the fruit and apparently causes no adverse effects.
Some apple cultivars such as

'Cox’s Orange*

are susceptible to ”chilling injuries”

(10),

and

’McIntosh*

low-temperature

injuries induced by above-freezing temperatures,
no evidence that

’Richared Delicious*

but there is

is subject to any low

temperature injury when ice does not form.
At Exotherm 1 ice crystals form,
intercellular spaces (21,

30,

43).

presumably in the

With the occurrence of

this exotherm there was a significant softening of the apple
flesh after thawing (Table 13).

This effect was clearly

demonstrated when fruit were held at -3,9°C.
lengths of time.

(At this temperature.

for different

Exotherm 1 had been

completed but Exotherm 2 had not been initiated.)
thawing,

After

all of these fruit became significantly softer than

fruit that had not been frozen.
At Exotherm 2,

distinct changes in the properties of

the fruit developedy

specifically,

in softening (Table 3),
followed thawing,

a significant increase

and in ion leakage (Tables 5 and 6)

since ion leakage is interpreted as an

indication of injury to or disruption of cell membranes,
some membrane damage apparently occurred with the inception
of Exotherm 2.

This damage was of a limited extent,

however,

since a relatively small increase in ion leakage (about 11%)
occurred.
Freezing to the termination of Exotherm 2 caused massive
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changes in apples after thawing.

The fruit underwent a third

increment of

7,

tional

softening (Tables 3,

9).

Likewise,

an addi¬

and much greater increase in ion leakage occurred

(Tables

5-7,

10).

Furthermore,

respiration rate,

which re¬

mained unaffected by Exotherm 1 or the inception of Exotherm
2,

was markedly depressed by freezing to the termination of

Exotherm 2 (Tables 4,

7,

11).

uptake and CO2 evolution.

This was evident in both O2

Furthermore,

fruit that had been

frozen to the termination of Exotherm 2 developed visible
injury symptoms (Figs.

6-8)

that did not develop after being

frozen only to the initiation of Exotherm 2.
McLeester,

et al.

had 2 freezing points,

(24)

showed that living stem tissue

but stem sections that had been killed

by freezing had only 1 freezing point.

Since the apple tissue

had 2 freezing points when refrozen after freezing to Exo¬
therm 1,

or well into Exotherm 2 (Fig,

5),

freezing to these

points probably was not fatal to the tissue.

The marked

reduction in respiration and the increases in electrolyte
leakage and softening support the conclusion that fatal in¬
jury to the cells had been incurred.
Freezing to the termination of Exotherm 2 was associated
with a sudden reduction in respiration of the tissue;
respiration was almost nil

(Tables 4 and 12).

indeed,

This is in¬

dicative of a nearly complete collapse of the vital cellular
processes.

In the study of Mohr and Stein (26),

some normal¬

appearing mitochondria persisted after tomato parenchyma
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tissue had been killed.

Clearly, however,

even if their

structure remains intact, the functioning of these mito¬
chondria has been disrupted,
water (17,

43)

perhaps due to loss of vital

during freezing.

The massive increase in ion leakage that resulted from
freezing to the termination of Exotherm 2 is indicative of
a major disruption of the cellular membrane system.

Fur¬

ther indication of this disruption was noted during incu¬
bation of tissue cylinders in isotonic sucrose solutions for
24 hours.

When tissue had been frozen to Exotherm 1 or to

the initiation of Exotherm 2,
during incubation.

it retained its normal color

When tissue had been frozen to the

termination of Exotherm 2, however,

it rapidly turned brown.

These symptoms indicated that the phenolases responsible for
enzymatic browning were in contact with phenolic compounds
after freezing to this third point.

Phenols accumulate in

the vacuole of the cell (14), with the tonoplast (the vac¬
uolar membrane)

normally acting as a barrier between enzyme

and substrate.

If browning occurs, vacuolar compartmental-

ization within the cell is apparently disrupted.

It appears,

therefore, that the tonoplast was disrupted upon termination
of Exotherm 2,

but not before.

It is also noteworthy that

when these cylinders were thawed,
acter existed,

an abnormal elastic char¬

the tissue being quite flexible and easily

bent in any direction.
Freezing injury to apples evidently includes at least
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2 degrees of disruption of cellular membranesj

a small but

significant change occurred with inception of Exotherm 2,
and a massive change occurred at the death of the cells.
change in tissue conductance during freezing,

A

without killing

the tissue, has been reported by Evert and Weiser (9).

This

finding gives an indication of the site of the initial mem¬
brane disruption*
membrane)

since the plasmalemma (the cytoplasmic

is believed to carry most of the charge across the

tissue (9),

the initial change in ion leakage may be due to

some disruption of the plasmalemma.
occurred at this point,
tact.

Since no tissue browning

the tonoplast probably remained in¬

At termination of Exotherm 2,

and massive ion leakage occurred,

both tissue browning

indicating that at least

the tonoplast and perhaps other cell membranes were disrupted
at this point.
Freezing injury to apples involved 3 increments of
tissue softening.

Tissue firmness in plant tissue is due to

both turgor pressure and the structural strength imparted by
the rigid cell walls (27).
an apple,
firmness.

turgor would seem primarily responsible for the
Since electrolyte leakage was unaffected by

freezing through Exotherm 1,
13)

softening at this point (Table

was probably due to an effect on cell walls rather than

on turgor pressure.
of

In a succulent fleshy organ like

’Newtown Pippin*

It has been shown (40)
and *Red Delicious*

that slow freezing

apples allows ice

crystal formation and growth in the intercellular spaces.
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Crystal growth resulted in disruption of tissue organization
and caused softening.

In Table 13,

it can be seen that this

initial increment of softening was not detected immediately
after thawing, but was consistently found after subsequent
storage of the fruit.

The disruption reported by Sterling is

a physical response to ice crystal formation and should be im¬
mediately apparent when the tissue is thawed.

Failure to find

an immediate effect may have been due to relatively small
sample size (6 fruit/freezing treatment),

and a relatively

imprecise measuring device (Magness-Taylor pressure tester)j
perhaps an effect immediately after thawing was masked by
sampling error.

It should be noted that in the study using

tissue cylinders (Table 3),

immediately after thawing from

Exotherm 1 the cylinders were softer than unfrozen cylinders
at the \0% though not at the 5% level of significance.
When tissue was frozen to the inception of Exotherm 2
or through termination of Exotherm 2,

decreased firmness

was detectable immediately after thawing (Tables 3,

7,

9).

The simultaneous increase in ion leakage resulting from in¬
ception of Exotherm 2 (Tables 5 and 6)

suggests that this

softening was due to some loss of turgor.
being disrupted,

If membranes were

particularly the plasmalemma,

loss of turgor pressure would be expected.

a measurable

Such a loss of

turgor should immediately be reflected in the tissue's
softening profile,

as was in fact recorded.

The third and largest increment of softening was asso-
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ciated with the termination of Exotherm 2.

Most of this

softening can probably be accounted for by the loss of tur¬
gor caused by membrane disruption,

as was indicated by the

major increase in electrolyte leakage at this point.
also should be noted,

however,

It

that ice crystal growth during

Exotherm 2 might be greater than during Exotherm 1,
by the duration of the respective exotherms.

judging

If physical

disruption is responsible for the softening associated with
Exotherm 1,

then additional softening might have occurred at

Exotherm 2 from cell wall disruption due to ice crystal ex¬
pansion.
The results of this research suggest the following con¬
cept of freezing injury occurrence in a mature apple fruit.
At Exotherm 1 extracellular ice crystals form causing some
tissue disorganization and a slight softening of the fruit
flesh after thawing.

With the inception of Exotherm 2,

membrane disruption occurs,
plasmalemma.

some

perhaps from damage to the

Tissue turgor thereby declines and the fruit

becomes measurably softer.

At the termination of Exotherm 2,

cells are killed,

causing collapse of the tissues and phe¬

nolic oxidation.

The fruit therefore become very soft and

brown,

losing commercial value.

The visual symptoms seen in Figures 8 and 9 suggest
that different areas within a fruit respond to the same
measure of cold exposure in different ways.
where vascular bundles abound (1,

22),

The core region,

appeared less severely
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affected by freezing than the outer cortex region.

It seemed

possible that the vascular and cortical regions had different
freezing properties.
as expected.

Differences were indeed found, but not

The vascular region produced Exotherm 2 at a

higher temperature than did the cortical region (Table 1).
This might suggest that the vascular region was injured less
by termination of Exotherm 2 than was the cortical tissue.
However,

this explanation is probably incorrect,

since the

respiration of both the browned and non-browned portions of
the same fruit was virtually terminated by the freezing
treatment (Table 12).

Two additional proposals might be of¬

fered to account for the striking differences in appearance*
(a)

The outer region,

in direct contact with the cold air,

may have reached a lower temperature than the inner region.
(b) The fruit may have cooled uniformly and been equally
injured, but due to the rapid collapse of the outer tissues
oxygen,

required for phenol oxidation, may have been un¬

available at the center of the fruit.

No evidence for or

against either proposal is at hand.
Some of the results reported here do not agree with
previous conclusions.

For example,

thawing both have been reported (4,

rates of freezing and
7,

18)

in influencing freezing injury of apples.
Delicious*

to be factors
*Richared

cortex tissue responded similarly when frozen

to the same point,

whether 15 minutes or 24 hours were re¬

quired to reach that point.

These rates tested were,

however.
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well within Sakai's (31)
min or less).

Therefore,

limits for "slow” freezing (10°C,/
some of the freezing rates em¬

ployed were more extreme than would likely occur during
handling of apples and their effects are probably academic.
The tested thawing rates also failed to influence freezing
injury.

This can probably be explained in a similar manner,

and also lack practical application.
Freezing has been reported to stimulate respiration of
apples ( 5,
Perhaps

37), but this did not occur in these studies.

’Richared Delicious*

is an atypical cultivar, but it

is more likely that the increase noted by other investigators
was a chilling response in the cultivars tested.
chilling-sensitive cultivars of apples at 0 to
been shown to stimulate respiration (10).

Storage of

l,6°c,

has

Where an increase

in respiration has been reported to result from freezing
( 5,

37),

fruit had been exposed to a freezing temperature,

but had not been monitored to determine whether or not they
had actually frozen.
It is somewhat surprising that apparently no change in
exotherm temperatures occurred during fruit maturation
(Table 2).

Apple stems have been shown to develop freezing

resistance during this time (12).

It seems reasonable to

conclude that whatever is the hardiness—promoting substance
translocated into apple twigs from the leaves during this
period (12),

the substance either does not move into the

apple fruit,

is already there, or is ineffective in modifying
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freezing temperatures within the fruit.
Information gained from this research considerably
clarifies the consequences of exposure of apples to freezing
temperatures after harvest.

Probably the finding of greatest

practical application is the observation that damage from
freezing is expressed quickly.

In particular,

lethal injury

was exhibited as external discoloration within a few hours
after thawing,

irrespective of air temperature during thawing.

If no browning occurred shortly after thawing,
occur during subsequent storage of the apples.

neither did it
Therefore,

whether or not lethal injury has been incurred can be as¬
sessed simply and quickly after thawing the fruit.

SUMMARY

Experiments were conducted to determine the effects of
exposure to sub-freezing temperatures on mature 'Richared
Delicious'

apple fruit.

Whole fruit and cylinders of tissue

were exposed to still air at sub-freezing temperatures for
varying lengths of time.

Tissue temperature was constantly

monitored during these cold treatments,

and physiological

effects of the exposure were determined both immediately
after thawing and after periods of subsequent storage at
0°C .,

95% R.H.
Results of

1.

the experiments are as follows:

'Richared Delicious'

apple fruit tissue exhibited 2 exo¬
Exotherm 1 occurred at -2.1+0.1°C.,

therms during freezing.

regardless of the area within the fruit from which a sample
was taken.

Exotherm 2 occurred at -4.7+0.3°C.

It occurred

at a higher temperature in tissue from the vascular than from
the cortical region of

2.

a fruit.

Temperatures of occurrence for Exotherms 1 and 2 were

independent of percent soluble solids within the tissue,
and of maturity of the fruit during the latter half of the
growing season.
3.

The fruit tissue was

significantly softened by freezing

through the first exotherm,

further softened by freezing to

inception of the second exotherm,

and softened further still
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by completion of Exotherm 2.
4.

Electrolyte leakage from the fruit tissue was significantly

increased following freezing through Exotherm 2 and further
increased by termination of Exotherm 2.

Freezing only through

Exotherm 1 did- not affect electrolyte leakage.
5.

Respiration of the fruit was not affected by freezing

until completion of Exotherm 2,

at which point it was re¬

duced by 65%.
6.

Ability to reproduce multiple exotherms on refreezing

was lost upon freezing through termination of Exotherm 2.
c?

This indicates that the tissue was killed at this point.
7.

Freezing rate within the range tested did not affect

temperature of exotherm occurrence,
trolyte leakage,
8.

tissue softening,

elec¬

respiration, or loss of viability.

Thawing rate within the range tested did not affect

softening,

respiration,

electrolyte leakage,

or loss of

viability.
9.

Visual symptoms of freezing injury were both external

and internal browning of the fruit,
water-soaked interior.

and development of a

These symptoms occurred only on

fruit frozen through termination of Exotherm 2.
10.

Following freezing,

symptoms developed rapidly.

During subsequent storage no latent or progressive symptoms
developed.
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APPENDIX

1.

Determination of Procedure for Assessing Membrane Integrity.
No technique has been described for quantitatively deter¬

mining membrane integrity in apple fruit tissue.

However,

electrolytic techniques have been satisfactorily employed
for hardiness

studies in stem tissues.

In general,

it has

been found that conductance was greatest and resistance least
when permeability of membranes was highest.

Degrees of

con¬

ductance or resistance have yielded quantitative data on
permeability.

Decreases in conductance after a freezing ex¬

posure indicate disruption of membranes since membranes,
particularly the plasmalemma,

carry most of the current on

its most direct path through the tissue.

Both of these tech¬

niques require rigid control of temperature and sample mass
since they are extremely sensitive to minute changes in
sample diameter and the temperature at which a reading is
taken (9),

Electrical impedance measurements recently reported

by Evert2 seem to be independent of these factors but require
specially constructed equipment and are still being developed.
A simpler,

albeit more destructive technique,

investigated in detail by Wilner (44,

45).

has been

In this technique

^Evert, D. R. 1971. Electro impedance measurements, a rapid
objective measure of freezing injury and stem vitality.
Abstracts, American Society for Horticultural Science, North¬
east Section;
3. Abstract 4.
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twigs or shoots are placed in distilled water and incubated
at room temperature for 24 hours.

A reading of the con¬

ductivity of the solution is taken by attaching a conduc¬
tivity cell

immersed in the solution to a Wheatstone Bridge.

Following this-,

the samples are boiled for 2 minutes to

destroy the membranes.

They are equilibrated at room tem¬

perature for an additional
is taken.

24 hours before another reading

Results are expressed as a ratio of the initial

reading to the final reading.

Since equipment (Conductivity

cell,

were readily available to

Wheatstone Bridge,

heat)

perform Wilner's technique,

a modification was attempted.

As the shoots of woody materials become hardy the re¬
sistance to extracellular flow of water drops to near zero
(31,

43).

The molar concentration of the holding solution

is therefore not important in the studies by Wilner.
fruit tissue,

however,

Apple

is injured when incubated in distilled

water and plasmolyzed when placed in a hypertonic solution.
Therefore,

molarity of the incubating solution becomes an

important factor in modifying this technique to apple fruit.
Hence,

sample solution conductivity was determined for cortex

cylinders in solutions of varying molar concentrations of
sucrose (Appendix Figure 1)•
tonicity in

There is a broad zone for iso¬

'Richared Delicious'

as there was a nearly horizontal
osmoticum.

As a result,

apple fruit cortex tissue,
slope between 0,4m and 0.7M

0.55M was chosen as the osmotic

concentration in the experiments reported in the text.
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Appendix Figure 1.

The effect of molarity of osmoticum
( sucrose) on percent ion leakage from
immersed cylinders of ‘Richared
Delicious* apple fruit tissue during
24 hours at 23°C.
A, B, C, and D
represent average values for 4 dif¬
ferent fruit.
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Three factors other than tonicity seemed to be of im¬
portance.

Two of them are related to the amount of damage

done in obtaining the sample.
of tissue were cut using #1,

To investigate these,
3,

5,

7,

2 grams

and 9 cork borers,

and

conductivity of solution was determined (Appendix Table 1)
previously described.

A

#5 (1.0 cm diameter)

as

cork borer

was chosen since it was the smallest size that could be used
without causing excessive injury.

This is seen in the in¬

creased conductance when #1 and #3 borers were used to obtain
the samples.

When #7 or #9 borers were used, different size

samples would have had to have been cut for the respiration
determinations,

since these would not fit into the Gilson

flasks.
The number of times a sample was sectioned before being
placed in the solution was also deemed important.

Cylinders

1.3 inches long obtained using a #5 cork borer were cut 0,
2,

4,

6,

8,

and 10 times then tested as before.

was cut twice,
tudinally,

When tissue

the cylinder was quartered by cutting longi¬

then transversely,

as this was the method of

sectioning samples to fit in the Gilson flasks when deter¬
mining respiration rates.

In all other cases the cylinder

was sliced the number of times cited forming cylinders of
equal height.

More than 2 cuts (quartering the tissue)

caused excessive damage as reflected in the increased ion
leakage figures (Appendix Table 1).

Two cuts were chosen,

since this was the number used in preparing tissue cylinders
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Appendix Table 1.

Effects of sample preparation on ion
leakage from cylinders of ’Richared
Delicious* apple tissue in 0.55M
sucrose for 24 hours at 23°C.

Borer
size

Borer
diameter
(cm)

Ion
leakage
(C/o)

1

0.4

35.85

0

32.49

3

0.7

37.31

2

33,76

5

1.0

24.63

4

37.35

7

1.3

26.16

6

37.45

9

1.7

27.75

8

41.28

10

42.71

Number
of cuts1

Ion
leakage
(%)

^Original size, 3.35 x 1.0 cm.
For 2 cuts, the cylinder was
quartered.
For 4-10 cuts, it was sectioned into cylinders
of equal height.
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for respiration studies.
The remaining factor for concern was the amount of time
allowed before the initial reading was taken (Appendix Fig¬
ure 2) .

It was found that cutting the tissue released some

of the electrolytes and there was continued increase in elec¬
trolytes flowing out of the cell for up to 16 hours after
they were cut.

At this time a plateau occurred and the ab¬

solute conductivity of the solutions remained constant for
20 to 24 hours,
again increased,

after which the conductivity of the solution
rapidly,

until it reached a figure that

nearly equally boiled tissue.

The plateau is taken as a re¬

flection of an equilibrium state,

i.e.,

all the electrolytes

that normally would diffuse out of the cell with intact mem¬
branes have done so.
to membrane breakdown.

The second increase is taken to be due
Twenty-four hours was chosen as the

experimental parameter, because it is located centrally in
the steady state part of the curve.

mhos
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• CO

Appendix Figure 2.

The effect of time at 23°C. on
conductance of 0.55M sucrose
solution containing an immersed
2 gram cylinder of *Richared
Delicious* apple tissue.
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Supplementary Data and Statistical Analysis.

Diameter (inches)

2.

Harvest Date
Appendix Figure 3.

Changes in mass and diameter of 'Richared
Delicious' apple fruit harvested at 4
different stages of development.
Vertical
bars at points represent standard de¬
viations.
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Appendix Table 2.

Source of
variation

Analysis of variance for compression
(lbs. pressure) of 'Richared Delicious*
apple fruit cortex cylinders as in¬
fluenced by freezing to specified
points on the freezing curve.

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

F
value-*-

Treatments

3

16.02

59.87**

Harvests

3

18.47

20.25**

Treatments X
Harvests

9

1.77

2.21*

Duplicates

12

3.65

3.41**

Error

36

3.21

-*-* Indicates significance at the 5% level.
**

Indicates significance at the 1% level.
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Appendix Table 3,

Harvest
date

Cylinder compression (lbs. pressure)
for 'Richared Delicious' apple fruit
cortex cylinders as influenced by
freezing to specified points on the
freezing curve and harvest date.

None

Point of freezing-*Point 1
Point 2

Point 3

Overall
mean

August 9

2.97ab2

2.79a

2.80a

1.67 ab

2. 56a

September 6

3.28a

3.18a

2 • 81a

1.78a

2.76a

October 7

2.79b

2.81a

2. 50a

1.17bc

2.32b

Ocotber 14

1.71c

1.78b

1.17b

0,94c

1.40c

"^For positions of points on the freezing curve,

see Fig.

3b.

2Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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Appendix Table 4.

Analysis of variance of percent
electrolyte leakage from cylinders
of ’Richared Delicious* apple fruit
cortex tissue.

Source of
variation

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

F
i
value-*-

Freezing
treatments

3

3237.02

66.07**

Harvests

3

1439.23

5,34*

Treatments X
Harvests

9

625,94

4.26**

Duplicates

8

718.67

5.50**

24

392.88

Error

Indicates significance at the 5% level.
** Indicates significance at the 1% level.
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Appendix Table 5.

Ion leakage (% total electrolytes
leaked) from ’Richared Delicious*
apple fruit cortex cylinders fol¬
lowing freezing to specified points
on the freezing curve.

-

Harvest
date

None

Point of f reezing-1Point 1
Point 2

August 9

25.2ab2

27.5ab

September 6

22.7a

0 ctober 7
October 14

Point 3

Overall
mean

34. 8a

75,7b

40.3b

23.1a

31.3a

67.5a

36.2a

27.2ab

30.4ab

35.4a

73.6ab

41.7b

30.8b

33.2b

48.8b

7 2. 3 ab

46.3c

^For position of points on freezing curve,

see Fig.

3b.

^Numbers within a column not followed by a common letter
are significantly different from each other at the 5% level.
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Appendix Table 6.

Analysis of variance for ion leakage
(% total electrolytes leaked) from
'Richared Delicious' apple fruit
cortex cylinders following freezing
to specified points on the freezing
curve.

Source of
variation

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
scruares

F
,
valuex

246.86**

Treatment

3

9959.74

Fruit

2

114.03

1.72

Fruit X
Treatment

6

118.47

1.47

Duplicates

3

99,36

2.46

Error

9

121.03

1 ** Indicates significance at the 1% level.
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Appendix Table 7.

Analysis of variance for firmness
(lbs. compression) of intact *Richared
Delicious* apples exposed to -3.8°C,
with orthogonal comparisons for
treatments.

Source of
Degrees of
Sum of
F
,
variation_freedom_Squares_value1 2 3

2

1.77

10

22.38

Tree
Treatments

Control vs Treatments
Slow^ vs Fast^ thaw
Among treatments
Remainder

1
1
4
4

20

Error

•*•* Indicates

11.69
9.42
1.15

3.85*
0.46

** Indicates significance at the 1% level.
thawing was at 0°C.

3

"Fast"

thawing was at

21°C,

18.89**

0. 20

significance at the 5% level.

••slow**

3.62**

0.12

12.38

2

1.43
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